
 
 
 

Tim Grimm “Holding Up The World” Vault Records 
 
Whether it’s in the first person [as narrator], as a principle character or a mere reference to the opposite 
sex, women pervade the lyrics of “Holding Up The World.” The survival of mankind, well you know 
what I mean…. And there’s more, because women participate prominently as support musicians on this 
recording. When he isn’t onstage performing music or sequestered in some location delivering lines to a 
movie camera, Mr. Grimm owns a patch of land in Indiana that he tends assiduously [and annually], and 
the latter insight may go some way to explaining the reference to farming in three of the eight Grimm 
originals [presented here]….and also furnish insight regarding the old world vs. new world philosophy 
expressed therein.  
 
The collection opens with the album title track, a ‘21st century’ love song in which the male narrator 
contemplates his life [so far] and the manner in which he safeguards his family from the trials and 
tribulations thrown in their path – “Holding up the world, you can’t protect your heart, And every night the 
crows they come, And pull it all apart.” In the closing line Grimm sings “But Atlas and Prometheus are 
not alone it seems” and in doing so Grimm reflects upon Greek mythology and the ‘retribution’ meted out 
by Zeus to the afore-named scheming Titan brothers. Mention of Atlas allows me to reference the main 
cover artwork wherein he is portrayed supporting a blue sphere [+] replete with images, many associated 
with farming – a pair of horses, a horseshoe, windmill and a fork – plus there’s an arrow, a spurred 
cowboy boot, an old kerosene lantern, the U.S. flag, a radio and a fragment of some ancient portrait. In 
truth most of the latter ‘images’ are referenced - directly or indirectly - in subsequent songs.  
   
Set in the backwoods of Kentucky “The Girl” is an almost six minute long morality play, both ancient and 
modern. The hypothesis being a contemporary ‘second coming,’ the prophet on this occasion is female. 
Referencing God, the second verse delivers the stinging “His hair was long and shaggy just like his son 
before, Who’d cursed the money-lenders and railed against the war, Nothin’ much was different now, 
except everything was fast” and Grimm proceeds to open the closing [fourth] verse, with the caution 
“They could hear the world a’ howlin’ just outside their door, The old man shook his head, said ‘what the 
hell is all that for?,’ You try to lead a simple life but folks want more and more, You know I wrote a book 
one time, sayin’ reap what you have sown….” Penned by Beth Cahill of The Malvinas, Tim shares the 
vocal duties on “Krista” – wherein a couple struggle for survival during a spring flood - with his wife Jan 
Lucas, while on the following number, “Rebecca Versailles,” fellow Indiana singer/songwriter Krista Detor 
is second vocalist and also plays field organ. The focus of the latter gospel inflected Grimm original is 
prejudice, and although the precise [historic] date is not furnished, a mother of four children recalls how 
seven years earlier “Born into a place and time where justice is denied, We headed north to cross the 
Mason-Dixon line, My children will learn to write and read.”   
 
Set to an upbeat rhythm driven by The Malvinas, the subtly titled “Or Bust” recalls the 1930’s dustbowl 
and how many ‘weather beaten recently insolvent’ Oklahoma farmers – nevertheless “a mighty touch 
bunch” – headed to California where they may have found sunshine and cleaner air, but casual work as 
fruit pickers only offered low pay. Orange is an oddly structured word, but Tim includes it in the closing 
lines “There’s a better life ahead -  pick the orange and peach, Near a pretty little town called Los 
Angeles.” In “So It Goes” an old farmer, Charlie Meyer, intimate with no other way of life – his wife 
suddenly departed a few years ago having retired from her day job, while his three sons who are already 
in their forties come and help out with chores when they can – reflects that “Farmin’ days are over – the 
writing’s on the wall, Every year you see more barns lean and gently fall.” Located toward the close of 
this disc are “Long Way Around” and “Heart So Full,” a couple of love songs co-written by Tim and Jan. 



Separating the latter pair is Grimm’s bittersweet yet 20/20 focused “This Hole,” wherein the narrator, a 
now ‘battle weary’ U.S. soldier recently returned from duty in Basra recalls simpler fun-filled times – 
“When I was a child, I’d play by the stream, That ran down from the mountain – it was heaven to me,” 
then destroys that childhood idyll with “They tore down that mountain to take all the coal, Now in faraway 
countries we’re killin’ for oil.” Let’s hope that November 2008 brings an ideological sea change, and proof 
that Gilkyson’s great correction is more than simply a cherished dream. To reinforce the military and 
materialistic issues touched on in “The Hole,” a suitably candid rendition of Dylan’s “Blowin’ In The Wind” 
closes this album.   
 
So far this year three of the Indiana based Wilderness Plots five have delivered stunning new solo 
albums. All have been keepers worthy of inclusion in your album collection. Let me close by adding that 
the melodies and lyrics that grace Tim’s “Holding Up The World” possess the ‘gotta hear that again’ 
ingredient, and apart from those already mentioned Grimm is ably supported throughout the disc by 
regulars Jason Wilber [guitar, banjo, mandolin], Jamey Read [drums], Dan Lodge-Rigal [piano], David 
Weber [percussion] and more.         
 
Note. 
[+] – Zeus’ punishment was to condemn Atlas to the western edge of the world where he was instructed 
to hold up the sky. As for Prometheus, he ended up chained to a stake on a remote mountain where, 
daily, Zeus’ eagle would arrive and peck at his liver. Overnight, the liver was of course miraculously 
restored.   
 
Folkwax score 9 out of 10. 
 
Arthur Wood. 
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